David Krause sent pictures of a pair of dragon flags, one from Wales and one from
China, that were featured in Flagmaster 124, the Journal of the Flag Institute, the
Welsh one being perhaps rather too well known to show again (but here it is anyway),
but the Chinese one with its yellow field and red pearl worth another look:-
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Cockatrice drawn by Michael McCarthy

Roy Humphrey visited Poland where he acquired a book of Polish heraldry, and
many of the coats of arms therein featured strange monsters so he sent in copies of
them. Here are a couple:- A sagittary shooting its own tail which has a snake’s head
at the end (Hipocentaur), and an antlered fish (Rucki II).

The College of Dracology for the Study of Fabulous Beasts
Saints Simon and Jude were two of the first twelve apostles of Jesus, and are referred
to a number of times in the Gospels. Simon is called the Zealot, and is not to be
confused with Simon called Peter, while Jude is believed by some to be the same
person who is called Thaddeus, and may or may not be the author of the Epistle of
Jude, while they both may have been brothers of Jesus. Various legends have
attached to each of these saints, both ending up being cruelly martyred in some of
them, Saint Simon with a saw and Saint Jude with a club, or perhaps not. There is as
little certainty here as there is about dragons or unicorns. Both saints are celebrated
on 28 October.
While 90 was another round number, 91 is a triangular number. For those not
familiar with the concept, here is a list of all the early triangular numbers:1 3 6 10 15 21 28 36 45 55 66 78 91 105 120 136 153 171 190 210 etc…
If still in doubt, try arranging counters in a triangular pattern.
The drawing on the cover is
taken
from
the
book
Dragonkind
by
Michael
McCarthy. We dealt with the
Cockatrice briefly, along with
the Basilisk, in Nos 19 & 20,
and gave a fuller account in an
essay by Margaret Young from
Stephen Friar’s New Dictionary
of Heraldry, illustrated as usual
by Andrew Jamieson, in No 77.
Michael McCarthy’s drawing
of the Basilisk (strangely
spelled “Basilick” - right) is a
bit
different
from
his
Cockatrice, but agrees with
Margaret’s description, with a
little dragon’s head at the end
of his tail.

Roy also visited the Teutonic Knights’ castle at Marienberg where there was an
exhibition celebrating the 550th Anniversary of the transfer of the Teutonic Order to
the Polish Crown, and from its catalogue he sent (as a birthday contribution!) a
superb coloured reproduction of the achievement of the Archduke Maximilian III
(younger brother of the Emperor Rudolf II) who was Grandmaster of the Teutonic
Knights from 1585 until his death in 1618, having succeeded in initiating the Thirty
Years’ War. These arms are supported by two Griffins, each wearing a barred helm,
and above the Archduke’s coronet there is a third such helm enclosing a lion’s head.
Each of the three helms supports an elaborate crest. Roy writes that he has never
seen Griffins in helmets before. If ever we were to return to colour printing, this
magnificent composition would deserve pride of place.
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FROM THE POSTBAG

THE GRYLLUS - An Addition to the A to Z

Leslie Hodgson sent some more coats of arms from “London’s Armory” of 1677, of
which this one for the Academy of the Muses has a Sagittary for a crest and a Satyr
and a Triton for supporters (below).

According to Steven Ashley, writing about “A Medieval Armorial Scabbard from
Norfolk Street, King’s Lynn” in The Coat of Arms No 214 (Autumn 2007), the
Gryllus is “a monster of dissimilar body parts…” It “often comprises a human head
and a bird-like body with a tail and two legs. In other instances the body is that of a
lion or a wyvern.”

The example being discussed (seen here) was engraved with a blunt tool on to a
well-preserved leather scabbard 168mm in length, possibly dating from 1250-1350,
found during excavations in King’ Lynn in 2001, and comprises a bird’s body with a
bearded human head wearing a type of hood. The beard suggests that it is male, and
therefore not a Harpy nor a Siren, both of which were female and usually shown fullbreasted. Although shown within a shield-shaped frame with a narrow border, it has
not been possible to identify the design with any known coat of arms.
Another example of a Gryllus illustrated in
the same article, from a 14th or 15th century tile in
the British Museum, has a hooded and bearded
human head but with the body of a beast (right).
The head is not unlike that on the scabbard, but
otherwise this beast might be taken for a
Manticore. Perhaps “Gryllus” is a generic term
which covers Manticores as well as Harpies and
Sirens, but would it spread to Centaurs? In any
case, Steven deserves our congratulations for
again extending our chosen field of studies – and
I hear that there is more to come!
Also in this edition of The Coat of Arms is an
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illustration of the seal matrix of Richard Fitzwalter, who died in 1235, showing a
mounted knight leaping over an engaging little dragon with two legs, wings folded
neatly over its back, and an exuberant floral tail (below), accompanying a short note
by John Cherry.

marshes.
Sussex Bogleywarts are similar to the Warwickshire and Worcestershire varieties
but can move through marshes and bogs for longer periods. No one is sure how or
why but this is borne out by the following.
William landed safely, if muddied, having tripped and fallen on the beach. The
nearby Roman-founded castle was too strong to take, so William moved his troops to
the east and built a prefabricated wooden castle. Here he held a Council with his
leading barons and decided to move on Hastings. Odo, the Duke’s warlike halfbrother Bishop of Bayeaux, introduced Ralphe of Crowhurst and his fierce male
Bogleywart. The creature was in a foul temper having been taken away from its
lifelong mate in Hastings just before the start of the mating season. William was
uncertain of the creature’s ability to lead his army through such dangerous areas of
wetland but Odo managed to convince him and the army was soon in possession of
Hastings. You can find out for yourself what happened to William afterwards.
Bogleywarts have black shiny coats with the heads of badgers, the bodies and
forefeet of moles, their rear legs are short and very strong with webbed feet.

A Dragon in London

(Thanks to Adrian de Redman for this little story. Joshua tells me that he could try to
draw the Bogleywart himself but would much rather that somebody else would do it
for him. Any offers?)

Christopher Howse, writing in his “Sacred Mysteries” column in The Daily
Telegraph for Saturday 22 September 2007, mentions the church of St Mary-le-Bow,
and says:“The church was destroyed by the Great Fire of London and by the Blitz. Wren
rebuilt it on the first occasion, and it is his nave and chancel that was rebuilt in the
1950s. His tower survived, and the nine-foot copper dragon surmounting the steeple,
shown in 18th-century engravings of the church, once more sails
past the clouds of the London sky.”
Could someone please send us a decent picture of this
ecclesiastical beast? Here is a rough sketch made from the
street at some distance away (right).

THE SUSSEX BOGLEYWART as told to
Joshua de Redman
This most rare and seldom seen native of Sussex is said by some to have held the key
to one of the most important dates in English history. When William, Duke of
Normandy, arrived in Pevensey Bay in autumn 1066 he managed to make his way
through the notoriously treacherous marshes around Hastings, to take the town and
all-important harbour before building his second prefabricated castle on what is now
known as Castle Hill.
William is believed to have been guided through the marshes by locals who had
fallen out with Harold II, Godwinson, who had been elected King after the death of
Edward the Confessor. No written source mentions the part played by a Bogleywart
owned by a Norman long resident in Crowhurst, on the north western part of the
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A CORNISH DRAGON
We have seen the work of the late
Dennis Endean Ivall in No 57 and
again in No 71, but here is another of
his renderings of the arms attributed to
King Arthur, kindly sent in by Roland
Symons.
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